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Abstract: In this study of the composite material’s destruction caused by transverse force with the use of von Mises criterion,
the simulation outcomes of the composite material’s cells destruction process and generated AE signals with increasing the
strain rate is considered. The time dependencies of the change in the number of remaining elements and the generated AE
signals with increasing the strain rate are obtained. Simulation outcomes of the process of composite cells destruction by von
Mises criterion and generated acoustic emission signals with increasing strain rate are presented. It was determined that with
increasing strain rate of the composite, there is an increase of decline rate of the strain curve of the remaining cells in time and
a decrease in time of the destruction process. It was found that with increasing strain rate of the composite, the amplitude of the
generated acoustic emission signal increases while its duration decreases, along with gradual transformation of the acoustic
emission signal into a triangular signal. It was determined that with increasing strain rate of the composite, the pattern of
change in the maximum amplitude of the generated acoustic emission signals has a linear character of increase, and their
duration – nonlinear character of decline.
Keywords: Composite, Destruction, Acoustic Emission, Threshold Stress, Signal Amplitude, Fracture Criterion,
Deformation

1. Introduction
Composite materials (CM) are given much attention in the
scientific literature. This fully applies to the development of
methods for CM condition verification and monitoring. High
physical and mechanical characteristics of the CM induce
their use in various products operating under high loads,
temperatures and aggressive environments. One of these part
elements is friction pairs. However, the tendency of the CM
to brittle fracture requires continuous monitoring of products
at the production stage and, especially, at the operation stage.
A wide range of studies with the use of various methods is
carried out to develop methods for monitoring and
diagnosing the condition of the CM products.
First of all, this applies to methods that are highly sensitive
to processes of plastic deformation and fracture of materials

at various levels. Such highly sensitive methods include the
method of acoustic emission (AE) which is a projection of
the dynamics of the processes occurring in materials when
subjected to loading. However, the high sensitivity of the AE
method to sub-micro, micro, and macro processes leads to
the problem of interpreting the recorded information.
From this perspective, the theoretical studies of AE signal
formation and emission are of great importance. Research is
aimed at solving some tasks in the problem of interpreting
acoustic emission.
Search for the relationship of AE signals and their
parameters to the processes occurring in the material
structure for the accepted models and fracture criteria.
Determination of patterns of change in acoustic emission and
its parameters including effects of various factors. These
patterns are the basis for developing methods for monitoring
and diagnosing the condition of CM products.
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2. Analysis of Recent Research
A great deal of attention is paid in scientific literature to
study the phenomena of composite materials destruction.
Studies are carried out using various methods, including the
AE technique. However, most publications refer to
experimental studies [1-7]. This is due to the widespread use
of the CM in manufacturing of various structures and their
components. First of all, this is applicable to critical elements
subjected to significant loadings. The analysis of the research
results is aimed at searching for patterns, parameters, and
criteria that represent (characterize) the course of processes
in the CM structure under loading – crack formation and
growth, the destruction of individual elements, delamination,
etc. At the same time, the predictive dependencies are
constructed that are aimed to determine the behavior of the
CM under load and characterize its “lifetime”. As a rule,
these dependencies are associated with the analysis of the
accumulated energy of acoustic emission, which is due to the
complexity of the theoretical description of the AE signal
formation processes in the framework of accepted concepts
of materials destruction.
During the research, various models of the CM damage
(destruction) processes are used. For example, discrete
damage model [8-10], smeared damage model [11-13], and
phase-field damage model [14-16].
One of the models for studying the destruction processes
of composite materials is the model of representing the
material in the form of a fiber bundle (FBM – fiber bundle
model) [17-20]. The model considers the destruction of
material which consists of a given number of fibers or cells.
When an external load is applied to the material, its
destruction is considered as a process of successive
destruction of cells. It is assumed that each cell of the
material is deformed elastically until it is destroyed, i.e. the
loss of the bearing capacity of the composite material is due
to the destruction of the cells that withstand the main load.
The influence of matrix, the surface of interaction between
matrix and binding substance, and also the interaction
between cells on the processes of material destruction are not
taken into account. The destruction process is analyzed
according to the accepted rules of the redistribution of the
applied load when the cell is destroyed on the remaining cells.
Even load sharing (ELS), i.e. the applied load during cell
destruction is evenly distributed between the remaining cells
in the material. Local load sharing (LLS), i.e. the applied
load at cell destruction is redistributed only to the nearest

(neighboring) cells.
In a majority of papers where the FBM model is used, the
case of uniaxial tension is considered. In [19, 21], the case of
transverse load application was considered. When
considering the model, it was assumed that the CM cells can
destruct upon reaching critical deformations (stresses) under
bending, tension, or combined bending and tension. An
analysis was carried out for some cases. In the first case, it
was assumed that there are two independent methods of
destruction, or the “OR rule”. Moreover, taking into account
the probabilities of threshold levels of destruction under
tension and bending, an expression was obtained for
changing the equivalent stress in the cells of material, as well
as an expression for particular case of independent uniform
distributions of threshold levels with boundaries [0, 1].
In the second case, von Mises fracture criterion was used.
Several analytical and numerical patterns were obtained for
changes in the number of remaining fibers with the
development of the composite material destruction process.
An expression was considered for the rate of AE energy
release in [18, 22]. However, there was not obtained an
expression for the AE signal itself which was caused by a
jump of the analyzed functions at the instant of complete
destruction of the material.
Time dependencies for the cases of the "OR rule" and von
Mises criterion were obtained for the number of remaining
elements during destruction of the CM and generated AE
signal [23-24]. In both cases, it was shown that with the
development of destruction process, the time dependencies of
changes in the remaining CM cells have a continuous
character of decrease until complete destruction. In this case,
continuous pulsed AE signals are formed. However, a
comparison of the obtained patterns according to "OR rule"
and von Mises criterion showed that the rate of increase in
the equivalent stress on the CM elements by von Mises
criterion is lower than according to the "OR" criterion [24].
In this case, the intensity of the CM cells destruction process
by von Mises criterion is less than when using the "OR"
criterion. This leads to increase of the destruction process
duration by von Mises criterion, which leads to a decrease in
the amplitude and duration of the generated AE signal. Time
dependencies for the number of remaining elements during
the CM destruction and for the generated AE signal were
obtained in the form [24]:
=

,

t r[σ ( t ) − σ ( t )]
m
0

U (t ) = U 0υ0 [σ m (t ) − σ (t 0 )] ⋅ e

r[σ ( t )−σ ( t )]
m

where
,
are the change in the equivalent stress on
the CM cells at linear input of deformation ε=αt (αis the
strain rate) and the threshold stress corresponding to the CM
–
cells destruction onset time t0, respectively;
=
maximum possible displacement at instant destruction of the
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(2)

CM sample consisting of N0 cells;
– coefficient of
proportionality between the fracture stress and the amplitude
of a single disturbance pulse during destruction of a single
– parameter the numerical value of which is
cell;
determined by the shape of a single disturbance impulse
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the material.
The expressions for

during destruction of a single cell;
, r are constants
depending on the physical and mechanical characteristics of
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Expressions (1), (2), (3) and (4) include parameters that
will affect the rate of the CM cells destruction process and
the parameters of generated AE signals. One of these
parameters is the rate of change in load application on the
CM elements. Certainly, the subject of interest is the study of
the effect of the loading rate on acoustic emission during the
CM destruction with the use of von Mises criterion.

3. Research Objectives and Results
In this study of the CM destruction caused by transverse
force with the use of von Mises criterion, the simulation
outcomes of the CM cells destruction process and generated
AE signals with increasing the strain rate will be considered.
The time dependencies of the change in the number of
remaining elements and the generated AE signals with
increasing the strain rate will be obtained. The patterns of
changes in the maximum amplitude of the generated AE
signals and their duration with an increase in the CM strain
rate will be determined and described.
As noted above, the expressions that describe the time
dependencies of the change in the number of remaining cells
during the CM destruction and the generated signal include
parameters that will affect the rate of the CM cells
destruction process and the parameters of the generated AE
signals. One of these parameters is the CM strain rate.



))  .

(3)

(4)

changed in the range of values from =10 to =50 with
increments of 10. Figure 1 shows the calculation results,
according to (3), for the dependency of the change in the
equivalent stress at the CM cells upon linear input of
deformation for the adopted simulation rates.
Figure 1 shows that with increasing the strain rate, the
increase of stress variation rate on the CM cells is observed.
Certainly, with an increase in the strain rate, the time to reach
the threshold fracture stress of the CM cells will decrease.
When performing simulation the time dependencies of the
number of remaining cells variation during the CM
destruction, as well as the amplitude of the generated signal,
we assume that at =10 the cells destruction onset time is t0.
This time corresponds to threshold stress
. When
performing simulation, the value of destruction onset time t0
is taken to be ! =0.001. According to the calculations, see
expression (3), for a given destruction onset time, the
threshold stress is "=0.008897277688462064.
We assume that at other strain rates the threshold stress "
does not change. Moreover, estimates suggest that with an
increase in the strain rate, a decrease in the CM destruction
onset time occurs: at =20 – ! =0.0005; at =30 – ! =0.00033;
at =40 – ! =0.00025; at =50 – ! =0.0002. The values
and r in expressions (1) and (2), which characterize the
stress-strain performance of the material, are assumed to be
equal: ! =100000; #̃ =10000. The choice of their magnitudes
was considered in [24]. To compare the performed
calculations of the destruction onset time with the results of
calculations by the "OR" criterion considered in [23].

Figure 1. Time dependencies for the equivalent stress change, according to
(3), at different rates of the strain ramping: 1 – =10; 2 – =20; 3 –
=30; 4 – =40; 5 – =50.

Let us perform simulation the time dependencies of the
change in the number of remaining cells during the CM
destruction and the amplitude of the generated signal. The
simulation will be carried out in relative units. When
performing simulation, the values of the strain rate will be

Figure 2. Time dependencies for the equivalent stress change, according to
the "OR" criterion, for various rates of strain ramping: 1 – =10; 2 – =20;
3 – =30; 4 – =40; 5 – =50.

The Figure 2 shows dependencies of the change in the
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equivalent stress on the CM cells according to the "OR"
criterion for linear input of strain for the adopted simulation
rates.
The
performed
estimates
suggest
that
at
" =0.008897277688462064 for the considered strain rates
and according to the "OR" criterion (Figure 2), the CM cells
destruction onset times will be: at =10 – ! =0.000906; at
=20 – ! =0.00045; at =30 – ! =0.0003; at =40 –
! =0.00023; at =50 – ! =0.00018. It can be seen that,
according to the "OR" criterion, a shift is observed toward
smaller values of destruction onset time that is caused by a
higher rate of reaching the threshold stress and, as a
consequence, a higher rate of the CM cells destruction.

Figure 4. Plots of changes in the amplitude of AE signals, according to (2),
in relative units during the CM cells destruction of under the action of a
transverse force. Strain rate: 1 – =10; 2 – =20; 3 – =30; 4 – =40; 5 –
=50. !% =100000, r=10000. !% =0.008897277688462064. Destruction
onset time: at =20 – !% =0.0005; at =30 – !% =0.00033; at =40 –
!% =0.00025; at =50 – !% =0.0002.

Figure 3. Plots of changes in the number of remaining elements, according
to (1), in relative units during the composite material destruction under the
action of transverse force. Strain rate: 1 – =10; 2 – =20; 3 – =30; 4 –
=40; 5 – =50. The destruction onset time: at =20 – !% =0.0005; at =30
– !% =0.00033; at =40 – !% =0.00025; at =50 – !% =0.0002.

Figure 3 shows the calculation data, according to (1), in
the form of dependencies of the change in the number of
remaining elements in relative units ( & (t)=N(t)/N0) for the
accepted simulation conditions. The time in Figure 3 is
reduced to the CM cells destruction onset time for each strain
rate. The simulation outcomes (Figure 3) show that the
curves of changes with time of the remaining CM cells have
an accelerated fall pattern. The higher the strain rate, the
higher the rate of decrease in time of the remaining cells
number. In this case, the time of the CM cells destruction
process decreases. Such a change in the rate of the CM cells
destruction process should lead to a change in the parameters
of the generated AE signals. Figure 4 shows the results of
calculation, performed according to (2), for dependencies of
the AE signal amplitude variation in relative units
( & (t)=U(t)/U0) at simulation conditions adopted above.
When performing simulation, as before, the threshold stress
of destruction onset at all strain rates was constant. In Figure
4, time is reduced to the CM cells destruction onset time for
each strain rate.

The outcomes of AE signals simulation (figure 4) show
that the generated AE signals are pulsed signals. An increase
of the CM deformation rate leads to an increase of the
amplitude of AE signal which is generated and a decrease of
its duration. In this case, the transformations of the AE signal
are observed. The shape of which approaches the triangular
waveform gradually. Such a chance in the parameters of the
generated AE signal is caused by rate increase and decaying
of the lead time of the CM destruction process. An analysis
of the results obtained in the form of dependencies of
changes in the amplitude and duration of generated AE
signals vs. increase of the CM strain rate is shown in figure 5.

a
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expression (7), the value of correlation coefficient R was:
R=0.99785. The residual standard deviation was 0.84426.
With a linear increase of the strain rate, the dependency of
the AE signal duration on the strain rate has a non-linear
nature of decrease (Figure 5 (b)). Dependency is well
presented by function
'̃ =0.01013

b
Figure 5. Dependencies of changes in the maximum amplitude (a) and
duration (b) of AE signals in relative units upon the CM cells destruction
under the action of a transverse force vs. increase in the strain rate.

When plotting Figure 5 (b), in view of the asymptotic
nature of the change in the trailing edge of the generated AE
signals, their duration was determined from the fulfillment of
the following condition for the amplitude ratio
&( ̃ ='̃ )<< &max ( ̃ ='̃ 0),

(5)

where '̃ is the duration of the AE signal; '̃ 0 – the duration of
the leading edge of the AE signal (corresponds to the
maximum amplitude of the signal).
Moreover, for the duration of the AE signal, we can write
'̃ =m '! ,

(6)

where m is an integer, which order of magnitudes is several
units.
To estimate m, we consider the ratio of signal amplitudes
(5), according to the obtained data of simulating AE signals
for various values of m. So, at =10 and m=3, the amplitude
ratio is 0.00643, and at m=4 this ratio is already equal to
1.24 ·10-5. At =20 and m=2.5, the amplitude ratio is
0.001982, and at m=2.6 this ratio is already equal to 9.24·10-7.
At =30 and m=2.3, the amplitude ratio is 0.001471, and at
m=2.5 this ratio is already equal to 3.82·10-5. At =40 and
m=2.1, the amplitude ratio is 0.00213, and at m=2.2 this ratio
is already equal to 6.47·10-5. At =50 and m=2, the
amplitude ratio is 0.001851, and at m=2.2 this ratio is already
equal to 2.72·10-5. Based on the estimates obtained, curve 1
in Figure 4 (b) was constructed under the condition that the
smallness of the amplitude ratios is limited by the third order
of magnitude.
The results show that, with a linear strain rate increase, the
dependency of the AE signal maximum amplitude change on
the strain rate has a linear character of increase (Figure 5 (a)).
The dependency is well presented by function
&=-3.7184+0.7043

(7)

When describing the dependency shown in Figure 4 (a), by

-0.99292

.

(8)

When describing the dependency shown in Figure 5 (b) by
expression (8), the coefficient of determination of R2 was:
R2=0.99999. In this case, the residual dispersion was
2.077·10-12.
The research results show that the increase of the CM
strain rate leads to increase of the rate of change of
equivalent stresses, which are calculated by von Mises
criterion. At a given constant threshold stress of the CM cells
destruction onset, an increase in the strain rate leads to an
increase of the rate and a decrease of the lead time of the CM
cells destruction. The AE signals formed during the CM cells
destruction are the pulsed signals.
In this case, an increase of the CM deformation rate leads
to an increase of the amplitude of the generated AE signal
and a decrease of its duration. The decrease of the signal
duration is caused by decrease of the lead time of the CM
cells destruction.
A gradual transformation of the AE signal into a triangular
signal is also observed. The dependency of the change in the
maximum amplitude of the AE signal from the strain rate is a
linear increase. At the same time, the dependency of the
change of the AE signal duration from the strain rate is a
nonlinear decrease.

4. Summary
The simulation outcomes of the CM cells destruction process
by von Mises criterion, as well as generated AE signals at
increase in the strain rate are considered. The time dependencies
of the change in the number of remaining elements are obtained
during development of the destruction process and generated AE
signals for various CM deformation rates. It is shown that at
increase in the CM deformation rate, there occurs an increase in
the rate of fall of the curves that characterize change in time of
remaining CM cells. In this case, a decrease in time of the
process of the CM cells destruction is observed. Such an
increase in the rate of fall of the curves describing the changes in
time of the remaining CM cells and decreasing duration of the
CM cells destruction process is caused by increase in the rate of
the CM cells destruction process.
It was determined that at increasing the strain rate, the
amplitude of the generated AE signal increases. In this case,
a decrease in their duration is observed. It is also shown that
with an increase in the CM deformation rate, the AE signal
gradually transforms into a triangular waveform. Such a
change in the parameters of the generated AE signals is due
to an increase in the rate of the CM cells destruction.
Regularities of change in the maximum amplitude of the
generated AE signals and their duration at increasing the CM
strain rate are obtained and described. It is shown that at
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increasing the CM strain rate, the dependency of change in
the AE signals maximum amplitude is well described by a
ramp function. In this case, the dependency of change in the
AE signals duration on increase in the strain rate has a
nonlinear nature of decrease and it is well described by an
exponential function. In further works, it is of interest to
study the effect of the CM stress-strain performance on
destruction processes and parameters of generated AE signals.
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